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Abstract 
 

In the past few decades, contemporary Chinese art has witnessed a tendency emphasizing 

the importance of artists’ participation in society. Artists conducted their projects by 

collaborating with local residents in both marginal communities in metropolitan cities and rural 

villages. These participatory practices engage with a wide range of social issues in China, 

including ideology criticism, environmental activism, cultural and creative industries in urban 

regeneration, rural reconstruction, migrant workers, women, and left-behind children in 

undeveloped rural regions. I term this type of art “new mass art.” New mass art suggests the 

involvement of many people in art practices and the connection to the history of “art for the 

masses” in socialist China. It moreover echoes cultural transformations of post-socialist China in 

which neoliberalism and socialism coexist and have a strong influence on the complex dynamics 

of the categories of the collective and the individual in aesthetic experiences. Centered around 

the “new mass art” movement in post-socialist China, this dissertation explores how new mass 

art is created; who created it; for what purpose; who are the intended audiences; how it moves 

and interacts in different social milieus; and how it responds to emerging political identity in 

post-socialist China. 

Focusing on three overarching concepts—“the new masses,” “participation” and “the 

institution”—this work examines their variations in different historical moments of China. It 

specifically explores how historical, socio-political and cultural contexts of post-socialist China 

affect the changing aesthetic value of new mass art, and how this aesthetic value redefines the 

connotation of the three concepts. It also captures the complex dynamics of the categories of the 



collective and the individual in contemporary China within the phrase “the new masses,” and 

examines how new mass art practices have become integral to the emergence of these people—

enabling them to define themselves as individuals as well as members of a political collective; as 

consumers and producers simultaneously; as both the audience and the medium of new forms of 

participation in art.  

This dissertation argues that new mass art in post-socialist China demonstrates a hybrid 

aesthetic value that is profoundly associated with the social, political and cultural characteristics 

of China’s post-socialism in which socialist and capitalist systems exist alongside each other and 

mutually inform one another. In post-socialist China, the hybrid aesthetic value is embodied in 

the visual formats of both “art for the masses” and “art as the avant-garde.” The former is a type 

of art which uses mass participation as means to work in, with and for the institution. The latter 

emphasizes civic participation as a subversive power to attack the institution and challenge 

authoritarian discourses. The two visual formats are ever-changing in new mass art practices. 

They have been shown in different approaches of participation, the “art-institution” relation they 

deal with, and the new identity of the people the artworks engender.  

The main contribution of the project lies in seeking alternative ways of conceptualizing 

and configuring our conventional understanding of participation and “art-institution” relation 

through the lens of new mass art. By concentrating on the hybrid political and aesthetic meanings 

of “the new masses” in art practices of post-socialist China, I attempt to provide an alternative 

perspective to examine how new mass art have become central to the negotiation of the newly 

established political identity.



Introduction 
 

In the Gansu province, a village composed of only thirteen households was 

transformed by artist Jin Le (靳勒) into a site-specific museum. This museum— the “Shijizei 

Art Museum” (shijiezi meishuguan 石节子美术馆)—encourages villagers to participate in 

their social life. Through various art activities including film festivals, Spring Festival Galas 

and creative workshops. The museum enables the county government to pay more attention 

to this small village. As a result, the mud country road has been paved in concrete, street 

lights and running water systems have been installed. It is art that makes the government hear 

the voices from the villagers. In the Guangdong province, Beijing-based artist Qu Yan (渠岩) 

revitalized Qingtian Village, a traditional Cantonese-style village, through preserving its 

traditions and customs with art. He invited architects to remodel old houses, organized local 

handcraft workshops, and launched contemporary art festivals. Qu named his project the 

“Qingtian Plan” (qingtian jihua青田计划). Collaborating with local government, it aims to 

link folk culture, tourism, agriculture and other industries together. In Dinghaiqiao area, a 

migrant village in the city center of Shanghai, curator Chen Yun (陈韵) and a group of young 

social activists rent a shabby house in an alley and established a space - the “Dinghaiqiao 

Mutual-Aid Society” (dinghaiqiao huzhushe 定海桥互助社). In this space, Chen and the 

activists initiated a series of projects including talks by artists and scholars, guided tours, 

collaborative cooking, film screenings, artists’ residencies, and inter-city exchanges. Through 

the strategy of mutual aid, they aim at promoting a sense of community belonging.  

These projects are just a sample of the surge of artistic interest in working with the 

masses of people in China since 2008. These practices currently go under the names of: 

socially engaged art, public art, “participatory art” (canyushi yishu 参与式艺术), 



“interventional art” (jieruxing yishu 介入性艺术), “symbiosis practice”(gongsheng shijian 共

生实践) and so on.1 They also echo the overwhelming international art trend which has 

already been described by scholars as relational art, participatory art, dialogic art, 

collaborative art, activist art, strike art and social practice.2 I will refer to this tendency with 

the analytical term “new mass art.” This term, firstly, suggests the involvement of many 

people.3 Secondly, it refers back to the history of art for the masses in revolutionary and 

socialist China, which aimed at mobilizing the vast majority of people in national salvation 

and socialist construction. 4  Third, it reflects cultural transformations of post-socialist China 

in which neoliberalism and socialism coexist and have a strong influence on the complex 

dynamics of the categories of the collective and the individual. This dissertation is therefore 

                                                
1 See Meiqin Wang, Socially Engaged Art in Contemporary China: Voices from Below (New 
York: Routledge, 2019); Bo Zheng, “The Pursuit of Publicness: A Study of Four Chinese 
Contemporary Art Projects”, PhD diss., University of Rochester, 2012; Hai Ren, “Socially 
Engaged Art in Contemporary Art: The Yangdeng Art Collective”, in canyu de yishu: 
yangdeng yishu hezuoshe 2012-2017 参与的艺术：羊磴艺术合作社 2012-2017 (Socially 
Engaged Art in Southwest China: Yangdeng Art Cooperatives 2012-2017), eds. Jiao Xingtao 
焦兴涛 and Wang Ziyun 王子云(Chongqing: Chongqing Press, 2019), 20-29; Zhou Yanhua 
周彦华, yishu de jieru: jieruxing yishu de shenmei yiyi shengcheng jizhi 艺术的介入：介入
性艺术的审美意义生成机制 (Artistic Engagement: The Aesthetic Paradigm of Socially 
Engaged Art) (Beijing: China Social Science Press, 2017); Wang Zhiliang 王志亮, 
“jinnianlai zhongguo dangdai yishu zai xiangcun de gongsheng shijian”近年来中国当代艺
术在乡村的共生实践 (Practice of Symbiosis between Chinese Contemporary Art and Rural 
Areas in Recent Years), in canyu de yishu, 324-328.  
2 See Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (Paris: Les Presses du reel, 1998); Claire 
Bishop, Artificial Hells: Participatory Art and the Politics of Spectatorship (London: Verso, 
2012); Grant H. Kester, Conversation Pieces: Community and Communication in Modern Art 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2004); Grant H. Kester, The One and The Many: 
Contemporary Collaborative Art in A Global Context (Durham and London: Duke University 
Press, 2011); Nato Thompson, Seeing Power: Art and Activism in the Twenty-first Century 
(Melville House, 2014); McKee Yates, Strike Art: Contemporary Art and the Post-Occupy 
Condition (London: Verso, 2017); Tom Finkelpearl, What We Made: Conversations on Art 
and Social Cooperation (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013). 
3 Claire Bishop has used this feature to describe participatory art. See Bishop, Artificial Hells, 
11. I use Bishop’s idea as the first feature of new mass art.  
4 I will elaborate in detail in Chapter 1. Regarding the issue of “art for the masses”, see Joshua 
J. H. Jiang, “The Extermination or the Prosperity of Artists?,” Third Text 18, no. 2 (2004): 
169-182.  



organized around a definition of “new mass art” and asks: How is new mass art created? Who 

created it? For what purpose? Who are the intended audiences? How does it move across and 

interact with different social milieus? How does it respond to emerging political identities in 

post-socialist China?  

First, I examine how art practices interacted with the three key concepts the “new 

masses,” “participation,” and the “institution” in different historical moments of China. 

Second, I explore how historical, socio-political and cultural contexts of post-socialist China 

affect the changing aesthetic value of new mass art, and how this aesthetic value reformulates 

those three concepts. Third, I capture the complex dynamics of the categories of the 

collective and the individual in contemporary China within the phrase “the new masses,” and 

examine how new mass art practices have become integral to the emergence of this new 

identity by enabling people to define themselves as individuals as well as members of a 

political collective; as consumers and producers simultaneously; as both the audience and the 

medium of new forms of the participation in art practices. The main contribution of the 

project lies in revisiting the traditional approach of “participation” in art and its ever-

changing “art-institution” relationships through the lens of new mass art. Through 

concentrating on the hybrid political and aesthetic meanings of “the new masses” in art 

practices of post-socialist China, I attempt to provide an alternative lens for examining how 

new mass art have become central to the negotiation of the newly established political 

identity.  

 

（The full text will not be published until 2023.） 

 

 
 


